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This paper concerns a fit-me dtfference approximation of the discrete ordmate 
equations for the time-dependent lmear transport equation posed m a multi- 
dimensional rectangular parallelepiped with partially reflectmg walls. We 
present an uncondittonally stable alternating directton impkit fimte difference 
scheme, show how to solve the difference equations, and establish the followmg 
properties of the scheme. 
If a sequence of difference approximations is considered m which the time 
and space increments approach zero, then the correspondmg sequence of 
solutions has a subsequence which converges contmuously to a strong solution 
of the dtscrete ordinate equations. Provided that the time increment is sufli- 
ciently small, independently of the space and velocity Increment sizes. the 
solutton of the dtfference equations 1s bounded by an exponential function of 
time; m the subcritical case the coeffictent of t m this exponential bound is 
zero or negative; and if the constituent functions are all nonnegative, then the 
solution of the difference equations will also be nonnegative Thts last result 
imphes a monotomcity prmctple for solutions of related difference problems. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In [12] we analyze the transport equation with continuous time and space 
variables and either continuous or discrete velocity variables. We establish 
the existence, uniqueness and continuous dependence of weak solutions of 
these problems and show that if a weak solution has time and space derivatives 
almost everywhere then it is a strong solution. (Strong solutions are solutions 
in the ordinary sense. Weak solutions satisfy the equation in an integral 
sense. See [12].) 
In [4], Douglis justifies a recursive finite difference scheme for calculating 
weak solutions of the continuous transport equation with vacuum boundary 
conditions. Our scheme is a logical descendent of Douglis’ generalized for 
our more general boundary conditions. Douglis’ convergence proof, and 
ours also, proceeds by establishing bounds on certain difference quotients 
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and appealing to certain theorems on continuous convergence proved in 
Doughs [3] and Pucci [9]. Doughs considers a sequence of problems in which 
the constituent functions are truncated, i.e., identically zero, when any 
components of the velocity is small. We are able to bound the difference 
quotients independently of the velocity variable thus avoiding truncation. 
Lathrop and Carlson [6], “applying the same techniques used in the 
derivation of the analytic equation,” obtain discrete analogs of the transport 
equation. They present difference equations for approximating the discrete 
ordinate equations and discuss solving these equations. However, they do not 
give convergence proofs. 
Gelbard, Davis, and Hageman [5] consider discrete ordinate equations in 
one-dimensional slabs and spheres. This is an informative survey article with 
an extensive bibliography. Again no convergence proofs are given. 
Madsen [7] gives convergence proofs for several finite difference approxima- 
tions to the time independent discrete ordinate equations in two dimensions. 
Each of these last three references makes the point that in general analytic 
solutions of the transport equation are not available and that therefore 
numerical methods must be used. We do not repeat these arguments. 
We propose an alternating direction implicit (ADI) finite difference scheme. 
Such a scheme “for the purpose of calculation can be factored into a multi- 
stage process to step ahead one time increment in such a manner that the 
solution of the linear equations arising at each step is very easy.” We quote 
Douglas and Rachford [2], two originators of the method. There exists an 
extensive literature on ADI methods. We cite only two additional references, 
Douglas and DuPont [l] and Marchuk [8]. These are recent articles, appear 
in the same volume and have considerable bibliographies which are relatively 
disjoint. 
In our scheme the linear equations which arise at each fractional time step 
have a very simple coefficient matrix. This matrix is always nonsingular. Its 
inverse has only nonnegative entries and the row sums of the inverse matrix 
are bounded by one, independently of the relations among the time space and 
velocity increment sizes. In [I l] we gave an explicit representation for this 
inverse but it seems to be of no utility and we omit it here. 
Solving the difference equations does not require solving a tridiagonal 
system. The linear system which arises is so simple that straightforward 
Gaussian elimination is the most economical method of solution. 
II. DEFINITIONS, NOTATION, AND BASIC ASSUMPTIONS 
We employ the notation of [12] as much as possible. C denotes the d-dimen- 
sional parallelepiped {x 1 x, E [0, C,] I = I,..., d}. Cr denotes the set 
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{(t, x) 1 0 < t f T, x E C} for T > 0. We use 3,. to denote the partial deriva- 
tive with respect to x, for each Y. We denote by xbr and .@points of the bound- 
ary of C with X, = 0 and X, = C, , respectively. 
In our problem t and x denote time and d-dimensional space variables 
respectively and e! and V’ will denote d-dimensional velocity variables. JL will 
denote the set of permissible velocities. JL is a discrete subset of the d-dimen- 
sional sphere of radius L, L > 0. Because of the boundary condition to be 
imposed, JL must be symmetric with respect to reflections through each 
(d - 1)-dimensional coordinate plane. Thus if o* E JL , then any vector 
obtainable from V* by changing the signs of one or more of the components 
of v* is also in JL . Beyond these restrictions of discreteness, boundedness, 
and symmetry we do not restrict the choice of velocity variables. We denote 
the set C, Y JL by C,, . 
For the moment we use the notation 
s K(t, x, w, v’) p)(t, x v’) dv’ 
to mean the integral over Jr. with respect to the countmg measure. We will 
shortly index the points of JL by a multi-index and rewrite this integral as a 
sum. 
We use Zr and .Zm to denote summations, the former over Y == l,..., d 
and the latter over all multi-indices m E JL . Unfortunately Z is also standard 
notation for cross sections. Thus Z,,,, denotes the total cross section at the 
mesh point (no, fi, j). 1 v / = [~Y,.(v,.)*]‘~~ denotes the length of the vector v. 
(Later we will use 1 j 1 for the length of the multi-index j.) 
The problem which we will approximate consists of the integrodifferential 
equation: 
= S(t, x, w) + 1 K(t, x, w, v’) ~(t, x, w’) dv’, 
for each z, E JL and (t, X) interior to Cr , with the initial condition 
P,(O, x> 4 = 9)0(x, 4, (2.2) 
and a boundary condition which includes as special cases both the vacuum 
and reflecting conditions. 
The vacuum boundary condition is that g, = 0 when x, = 0 and D, > 0, 
and T = 0 when x, = C, and 0,. < 0 for Y = l,..., d and 0 < t < T. 
To describe the reflecting boundary condition we define 0). to be the 
operator which when applied to a function of (t, X, vl ,..., We ,..., vd) produces 
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the same function evaluated at (t, X, zli, cog ,..., -0, ,..., vd). Then the reflecting 
boundary condition is 
dt, .r, v) = vp(t, x, v) when 
for r = I,..., d; and 0 < t < T. 
We take as our boundary condition 
x’, = 0 or C, , 
p)@, xbr , v, = %‘?& xbr v v) when v, > 0, (2.3) 
and 
I&, xbr, v) = p,a,p(t, 9, v) when v, -=I 0, 
for r = l,..., d; 0 < t < T; where 0 < c+ , /I,. < 1 are constants which may 
depend on r. 
Equations (3) reduce to the vacuum condition in the rth coordinate 
direction when 01~ = p,. = 0 and to be reflecting conditions when 
01~ = pr = 1. Intermediate values of 01~ and /3, can be thought of as represent- 
ing cases of partial reflection. We permit different degrees of reflection at 
different faces. 
In what follows we have assumed that the time and space increments are 
uniform. This is merely a convenience. Though some notation would require 
modification, the analysis and conclusions would remain unchanged if these 
increments were not uniform. 
Let 5,. be a positive number which divides C, exactly for each r = l,..., d 
and let 1, = C,./k, . Let i be a multi-index, i = (ii , iZ ,..., id), with 0 < i, < I,. 
for r = l,..., d. Let f denote the vector ([i , 5, ,..., 5,) with 1 5 1 = [Zr(.$,)‘]1/2. 
We define [i, a point of C, bJ 
6 = C&i1 , E,G ,..., 6%). 
Let 7 be positive and divide T exactly, and let N = T/T. 7 will be dur time 
step size, and no for II = O,..., N - 1 will be times at which constituent 
functions are evaluated. We will also be interested in fractional time steps 
and intermediate times (rz + r/d) 7 for r = I,..., d - 1, but none of the 
constituent functions are evaluated at these intermediate times. 
7 may not take large values. However, how small 7 must be depends upon Z. 
We defer until the end of this section the definition of 7,, the upper bound for 
values of 7. 
Let Prr denote the discrete subset of C, defined by: 
{(m, g?) j n = 0 ,..., N; i as above}. 
We intend to approximate the solution of a given problem (l)-(3) by a 
function defined on P,c x JL . To emphasize the discrete nature of the velo- 
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city variables we replace v and v’ by d-component multi-indices j and m, 
respectively. The entries of j and m are exactly the components of v and v’ 
and hence need not be integers or even nonnegative. 
When 7 and 5 are known we define I;,,, = F(TZT, &, j) for a known function 
F(t, x, v). In particular K,,,,,, = K(nr, [i, j, m), and now we replace J’ K~I dv’ 
bv 2;)Kwm(~nm where the sum is over all m E JIa . 
We use vozJ to denote both ~a(& j) and vnz3 for n = 0. Since the imtial 
condition is that these agree, no confusion results. 
The operator CT,.  defined in connection with (3), is applicable to mesh 
functions also. The result is a,F,,, = F,,,, , where J' agrees with j in all but 
the rth component where j’ has -jr instead of Jo. 
We now define the operators associated with the x difference quotients. 
Let E, be the translation operator whose effect on a multi-index z is to 
increase its rth component by one while leaving the other components 
unchanged. The effect of this operator on a mesh function F,,, is given by 
EJ,,, = Fnz*, , where i’ agrees with i in all but the rth place where it has 
i, + 1 instead of i, . The inverse of this operator, denoted by E;l, reduces i, 
by one while leaving all other indices unchanged. 
We define a translation operator A,, operating on a mesh function F,,,, by 
‘Wk, 
I 
lf i, <I, and jr -< 0, 
E;‘F n13 if 1, > 0 and jr ;s 0, 
4,Fw = ErFm, if t, =z 0 and J,. = 0, (2.4) 
BrEh-F,,l if i, = I,. and Jo < 0, 
dr4w lf I, ==o and 1,. :> 0. 
The operator (lr*, , which is m a sense the conjugate to A,, , is defined by 
(I;&,, = jEPnzJ if i, < I, and jr > 0, 
t CFnz, if i, >O and Jo L; 0. 
(2.5) 
This operator will not be applied to a mesh function on the boundary of P,, , 
that is when i, = 0 or is = I, for any s = l,..., d. 
In order to prove convergence of our scheme we impose the following 
conditions on the functions defining the problem: 
(2.6) 
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where the constants pB , ZB , S, , and KB are independent of the partition. We 
also assume bounds on x and t difference quotients on PrE x JL . Specifically 
we require for each fixed T: 
and 
(2.7d) 
where the maximum is taken for all tl < N, and all multi-indices i and j except 
those for which i, = I, , or i, = 0 when j, > 0, or i, = I, when js < 0 for 
s # r. We demand that the constants qr, .Z& , S, , and K, be independent of 
the partition. We also assume 
(2.8) 
where in this case the maximum is taken for n ,< N - 1 and all multi- 
indices i and j except those for which is = 0 when j, > 0 or i, = I, when 
j, < 0 for any s. As before we demand that the constants &, S,, and Kt be 
independent of the mesh sizes. 
This last condition is necessary to establish boundedness of the t difference 
quotients of a solution to the finite difference equations. In this connection 
it is also necessary that the initial function satisfy a boundary condition 
analogous to (3), namely, 
9023 = “Tv?JO~3 
POE3 = #Gwoi, 
for r = I,..., d. 
when i, = 0 and j,. > 0, 
when i, = I, and j, < 0, 
We require the time increment to be not greater than 70 given by: 
(2.9) 
Clearly 70 > l/(LZz). Essentially 7. is the shortest time in which a particle 
of interest may travel one mean free path. 
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III. DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS 
The linear system with which we approximate (2.1)-(2.3) consists of the 
difference equations: 
for 12 = 0, l,..., N - 1, j E _T, , and multi-indices i and j such that if j, < 0, 
then i, # ID and if j, > 0, then i, # 0 for p, q = I ,..., d; the initial condition, 
as already mentioned: 
voz, = cp,(& j); (3.2) 
and the boundary conditions: 
‘p m> = %w%w when i, = 0, j,>O, r=l,..., d, 
= Brw%l23 when i, = I,, jr < 0, r=l d, 
(3.3) 
fP Pe3 ,...> 
where here p = l,..., N, but we will shortly require these equations to hold 
for fractional p values as well. 
We follow Douglis [4] in taking the forward difference to approximate %?v 
if w, > 0 and the backward difference if vu, < 0. Taking each space difference 
quotient at a different fractional time step is the characteristic of the AD1 
method. 
The number of equations in this linear system is equal to the number of 
unknowns at the integral time steps, but the finite difference equations contain 
unknown values at fractional time steps as well. We impose additional condi- 
tions to determine uniquely all the unknowns. We view the unknowns at 
the fractional time steps as intermediate quantities which arise in the course 
of solving the implicit scheme. 
We introduce two kinds of auxiliary conditions. First, 
(I + Yr3 - %+%J) %+r/dh - ?%+(r-1) ldlr, = 0, (3.4) 
with yr, = (jr 1 T/& for r = 2,..., d and rz, i and j as specified after (1); and, 
second, we require that (3) also hold for p = n + s/d for rz = O,..., A’ - 1, 
and s = l,..., d - 1. 
Since Z,.(p)n+rld - ~~++i),~) telescopes, (1) and (4) are equivalent to: 
for r = l,..., d; indices R, i, and j as specified after (1); yrI = / jr / T/[,.; (1,, the 
X, step operator; and S,, the Kronecker delta. 
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Our ADI scheme consists of (2), (3), and (5). It is easily verified that this 
system has as many equations as unknowns. If some j, is zero, then the 
corresponding ‘yr., is zero and (5) is explicit at the 7th fractional time step. 
But in general ours is an implicit scheme. The recurrent nature in time is 
obvious, and we will show how to solve the linear problem which arises at 
each fractional time step. 
IV. SOLUTION OF THE DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS 
In this section we show how to solve the difference equations and establish 
that the inverse of the coefficient matrix of the corresponding linear system 
has only nonnegative entries and row sums bounded by one. 
For some fixed n assume pn,, is known for all multi-indices i and j. This is 
the case for n = 0, since then the initial condition defines (potI . To insure 
convergence we have required q+(x, w) to satisfy our boundary conditions, but 
we will show that our scheme is such that q(n+l)s3 satisfies the boundary 
conditions whether or not vnt3 does. 
Since vnzl is known for all i, j, the quantity wna3 defined by 
is known and for Y = l,..., d, Eqs. (3.5) are 
(1 + Yl3 - wu 9%+1/ah3 = WRZ3 9 
(1 + Y23 - Y2AJ) P)(n+2/&, = 4(?2+1ld)t3 
(4.2) 
and similarly until 
(1 + Yd3 - Yd343) P(n+h, = vJ[n+(d-1)ldlil 9 
for n, i and j for which (3.1) is applicable. These exclude multi-indices i and 
j for which i, = 0 or is = 1, when js < 0 for any s. Unknowns with these 
excluded indices appear in Eqs. (3.3), the boundary conditions. 
Now let w,, be any mesh function defined for all i, j. The problem is, 
fixing Y and j, to solve the system consisting of: 
for multi-indices i, j for which is < I, if j, < 0 and i, > 0 if j, > 0 for 
p = I,..., d; and 
% = oc,~.Jb when i, = 0 if j, > 0, (4.4) 
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and 
when is = I, if j, < 0, (4.5) 
for s = I,..., d. 
For fixed Y and j, j, is zero, positive, or negative. In the first case yr3 is also 
zero, (4) and (5) do not apply, and v,, = w,, for all i and j with jl = 0. 
Henceforth we assume j, + 0. 
Since the operator (1 + yrl - r,A,,) acts only on the rth components of 
the multi-index i, the other components, i, for p + Y, are free indices in (3). 
We consider these indices to be fixed. Because the boundary condition relates 
values for jr and -j, we consider (3) for j and u,j together. Both (4) and (5) 
will be taken into account when s = Y. 
For definiteness we assume j,. > 0. We combine v,, and vt3’ , j’ = urj, 
into a single vector bringing in the boundary conditions in the rth coordinate 
direction explicitly. Let m be a scalar variable taking values m = l,..., 21,. 
Since we regard j and i, for s f Y as fixed, we can unambiguously define v by: 
VP,, = Z’,, for m = i, = l,..., Ir , with jr > 0, 
V 111 = Z113’ for m = 21, - i, = I, + l,..., 21,) with j,’ < 0. 
Boundary values of vt3 are not included among the v’s although these values 
do occur in (3). We use the boundary conditions 
V&J = %V21, when i, = 0, jr >O, 
vu1 = P PI. when i, = I, , j,’ c 0, 
to represent these values in (3). 
From wt3 we define a corresponding vector w with 21, components by 
similar renumbering. Equations (3), (4), and (5) then take the form 
(1 + YrJ Vl - Yr,%%I, = Wl , 
(1 + YJ v2 - Yr3V1 = u’2 1 
and similarly until 
(1 + Yr,) VI, - Yr,VUI,-1 = Z"I, ? 
(1 + Yn) “1,+1 - Y&VIT = WI,+1 9 
(1 + %A “I,+-2 - Y7Pr,+1 = WI,+:! > 
and similarly until 
(1 + YJ 9J2& - Y7P2r4 = w,z, * (4.6) 
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This system can be economically solved by straightforward Gaussian 
elimination. Furthermore, because of the repetition of the coefficients down 
the diagonals, the quantities which must be computed in this elimination 
procedure satisfy very simple recursion relations. The algorithm appears in 
[I I], where this system is solved in 81, multiplications. 
We have now solved the system (3) for the nonboundary values of wr3 with 
a fixed r, and a fixed pair j, a, j, and i, fixed for p # T. The boundary condi- 
tions in the rth coordinate direction have been included in the formulation. 
By this procedure P)(~+~,~)~~ is determined from CJZJ[~++~),~I~~ and the known 
functions .Z,,, , S,,, , and KnrJna for all multi-indices i and j except those for 
which & = 0 when j, > 0 or & = I, when j8 < 0 for any s. For such indices, 
the r~++,.,~)~, are boundary values and are not included among the v’s but are 
determined from these by (4) and (5). This procedure insures that T(~++,~)*~ 
satisfies the boundary conditions at each fractional time step whether or not 
~)t~+(,.-r),~l~~ or the constituent mesh functions do. 
If OL,.  /I,. > 0, the coefficient matrix of the system (6) is irreducibly diago- 
nally dominant with positive elements along the main diagonal and only 
nonpositive elements off the main diagonal. In this case [lo, p. 851, the inverse 
matrix has only positive elements. 
If 01~ or fir is zero, the coefficient matrix is reducible and the cited theorem 
does not apply. However, in this case solving the system is trivial and it is 
evident that the ~7s will be nonnegative when the w’s are. 
Thus in any case the inverse of the coefficient matrix of this system has 
only nonnegative elements. This guarantees that ~(~+r)~~ will be nonnegative 
for all i and j whenever wnZ3 is. 
In addition the row sums of the coefficient matrix are greater than or equal 
to one. This and the nonnegativity of the elements of the inverse matrix 
guarantee that the row sums of the inverse matrix are less than or equal to 
one. Since the boundary conditions preclude a boundary value of vZ3 being 
extremal, the preceding implies: 
(4.7) 
where the maximum is taken over all i and j. Using the definition of w~,~ by 
(1) and induction on r gives: 
I 9Jh+h I G y-y I %13 I * (4.8) 
V. CONVERGENCE 
One of theprincipal results of this paper is that ours is a convergent scheme. 
In this section we state and prove the convergence theorem. The proof follows 
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from several lemmas concerning properties of our scheme, two theorems on 
continuous convergence and a result from [12]. 
We state the crucial lemmas here but defer their proofs until Section 7. 
We give a very brief introduction to continuous convergence and cite further 
references. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let JL be a given set of permissible velocities satisfying the 
conditions of Section 2. Let “P, s = 1, 2,..., be a sequence of partitions of CT 
with parameters v and “5 szuh that s+lP is a rejinement of pP for each s and 
as s --f 03 both % + 0 and / “.$ / -+ 0. Let p,, , C, S, and K be functions de$ned 
on U*P x JL , (VP x JI. x JL for K), which satisfy conditions (2.6)-(2.9) for 
each of the partitions SP x JL . Let (scp,,,} be the solutions of the corresponding 
sequence of problems (3.2)-(3.5). Then (“vnz,> has a subsequence converging 
continuously to a function cp,(t, x) defined on C, x JL which is a strong solution 
of the discrete ordinate problem (2.1)-(2.3). 
The proof in outline goes as follows. 
The solutions of the sequence of difference problems are shown to be 
equibounded and to satisfy Lipschitz conditions, with respect to t and each 
component of x, which are uniform with respect to all possible t, x, 7, and 5. 
A solution to the difference problem is then shown to satisfy a discrete 
analog of the integral relation which defines a weak solution of (2.1)-(2.3). 
The theorems on continuous convergence assure that the sequence of 
solutions has a subsequence which converges continuously to a function 
which is a weak solution of (2.1)-(2.3) and which is Lips&&z continuous with 
respect to t and x. Theorem 2 of [12] implies that such a weak solution is also 
a strong solution. 
In the following three lemmas we assume as a minimum that qnzj is a 
solution of (3.2)-(3.5) with constituent functions which satisfy the bounded- 
ness conditions (2.6) and further that T < ~a, given by (2.10). The stated 
hypotheses, if any, are to be assumed in addition to these. The conclusion 
of each of these lemmas is that a certain mesh function is bounded. In each 
case these bounds are independent of the time, space, and velocity increments. 
This of course IS the crucial point. The same bounds hold for every partition. 
LEMMA 5.1. vnv is bounded. 
LEMMA 5.2. Zf the constituent functions also satkfy the Lipschitz conditions 
(2.7a) and (2.8), and the initial function sati$es the boundary condition (2.9), 
then the difference quotient ((P(~+~)~, - T,,~,)/T is bounded. 
LEMMA 5.3. Zf the constituent functions also satisfy the Lipschitz conditions 
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(2.7a)-(2.7d) and (2.8), then the d#erence quotients (pnz3 - A,,~,,,)/~, , 
r = l,..., d are bounded. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let u(t, x, a) be continuously differenttable wzth respect to t 
and x in C,, , vanish in a neighborhood of t = T, and satisfy the boundary 
condition :
%U(t, xbr , w, = %+, xb, , v, when 
tw4 Aa’, v) = a&, xbr, v) when 
for r = I,..., d. Let unE3 = u(nr, Ei, j) be the restriction of u to the partition 
PrE x JL . Let vnz3 be the solution of (3.2)-(3.5) with constituent functions 
satisfying (2.6)-(2.9), and suppose that 7 < 7,, . Then we haae: 
The following brief introduction to continuous convergence is sufficient 
for our needs. Further discussion and the proofs we omit appear in references 
[3] and [9]. 
Given an open set S contained in E d, let {Dn} be a sequence of domains 
which satisfy the condition that if LJ is any open subset of S, then all but 
a finite number of the D, intersect LJ but which are otherwise unrestricted. 
In particular any D,, may be a disconnected or even finite set. A sequence of 
functions {fn}, each fn defined on the domain D, , is said to converge con- 
tinuously to a function f at a point P E S if and only if lim fn(Pn) = f (P) as 
n + co for all sequences {P,} such that P, E D, and lim P, = P as n -+ co. 
This convergence is called uniform if for each E > 0 there are positive 
6 and N such that / fn(Q) - f(P)1 < E, whenever Q ED, , 1 P - Q / < 6 
and n > iV. 
One of the theorems we require is the following analog of Arzela’s theorem 
which we state without proof. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let {frL} be as above and satisfy 
Ifn(P)-fn(Q)l GKIP-QI 
for all n. Then a subsequence of {fn} wz converge continuously on S, and the ‘11 
limit function will be Lipschitz continuous with constant K. In any bounded 
subset of S the convergence will be un;form. 
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We also need a theorem to the effect that 
lim Z,T~(YZT) = jr h(t) dt, as 7 -+ 0, 
0 
whenf,,(n~) ---f h(t) continuously. We will state such a theorem, also without 
proof, in the one-dimensional case. Analogous results will hold in d-dimen- 
sions and we will utilize them also to pass from .L’,,,T~~~~~~(PzT, &,I) to 
SC, h(t, x,1) dx dt. 
Let D,, be a partition of the interval [0, C] of the x axis; 
D, = {ih, 1 h, > 0, i = 0, l,..., C/h,). 
We suppose each h, divides C exactly, and that each partition is a refinement 
of the preceding (thus h,/h,+l is an integer). Let D denote the union of the 
domams D,I . 
THEOREM 5.3. Let {fn} be a sequence of functions, each fn defined on D, 
given above, which converges continuously at almost each s E D to a function 
F(x). Furthermore let {fn} be uniformly bounded. Then 
hm{Z,h,f,,(ih,)] = J’ c F(n) d-y, as ?I, 4 0. 
0 
Lemmas 2 and 3 provide hypotheses for Theorem 2, and the conclusion is 
that {%JJ~,,} has a subsequence which converges continuously to a function 
qQt, X) which is Lipschitz continuous with respect to t and .Y. Lemmas 1 and 4 
provide hypothesis for Theorem 3, and the conclusion is that cp,(t, N) is a 
weak solution of (2.1)-(2.3). These two results provide hypotheses for 
Theorem 2 of [12] and the conclusion is that v,(t, X) is a strong solution of 
(2.1)-(2.3). 
VI. NONNEGATIVITY AND ~UONOTONICITY 
In this section we show that if the constituent functions which define the 
finite difference problem are nonnegative and the time increment IS sufficiently 
small, then the solution function will also be nonnegative. We also show 
this implies that if the constituent functions of two problems satisfy a certain 
order relation, then the solutions of the two problems will also. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let the constituent functions which define the finite difference 
problem (3.2)-(3.5) all be nonnegative and satisfy the boundedness condition 
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(2.6). If in addition 7 6 TV, g iwen by (2.10), then the solution of (3.2)-(3.5) 
will also be nonnegative. 
Proof. The proof proceeds by induction as follows. ‘pO is nonnegative by 
hypothesis. Since T < T,, and all constituent functions are nonnegative, we 
have w, given by (4.1) nonnegative when vn is. Finally in the commentary 
following (4.6) we observed that vPn+r is nonnegative when w, is. 
COROLLARY. Let v,,~ , Zl , S, , Kl and v,,~, Zz , S, , K2 be two sets of 
bounded nonnegative constituent functions satisfying: ‘pal > ‘po2 , - Zl > --& , 
S, 3 S, , Kl > I& . Suppose further that 7 < T,, where now 70 is given by 
(2.10) with Zz in place of Z. Then the sohtions of (3.2)--(3.5) with these sets of 
constituent functions satisfy vl > p2 . 
Proof. The difference q1 - v2 satisfies a finite difference problem of the 
same form as (3.2)-(3.5) with constituent functions: 
To = VOI - To2 Y .z = ‘z2 , 
s = 4 - s, + (4 - G) VI+ Gi4K, - KI) ~1, and K = K, . 
The hypotheses obviously imply p0 , Z and K are bounded and nonnegative. 
The hypotheses, Lemma 5.1, and the theorem imply v1 is bounded and non- 
negative. This shows S is bounded and nonnegative and the theorem gives the 
desired result. 
VII. PROPERTIES OF vnz, 
In this section we establish exponential bounds on the solution of the 
finite difference problem and its time and space difference quotients. In the 
subcritical case the coefficient of t in these bounds will be negative. Lemmas 
5.1-5.3 are corollaries of these and we also prove Lemma 5.4. 
In Lemma 1 we bound the solution of difference problems of the same 
form as (3.2)-(3.5). The idea of the proof is the boundary conditions prevent a 
boundary value from being the maximum ) v ) and the difference equation 
governs the growth of 1 q 1 for other than boundary values. 
We use Lemma 1 in the proofs of Lemmas 2 and 3. In each case we pose 
a problem of the same type as (3.2X3.5) for the relevant difference quotient. 
In Lemma 2 the trick is bounding the initial time difference quotient. In 
Lemma 3 the trick is defining a difference equation for the space difference 
quotients. 
LEMMA 7.1. Let p be the solution of a difference problem of the same form 
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as (3.2)-(3.5) with constituent functions bounded as in 2.6. Suppose also that 
T < TV given by (2.10). Then 
I pPnz3 I < vB exp(&nT) + (&PB) &Ww) - 11 
whenever D, , given by: 
(7.1) 
DE = y,;G I G,m I - Ii I Zn,), (7.2) 
is nonzero; if D, is zero, then 
I pnr3 I G ‘pe + nT& . (7.3) 
Proof. In view of relation (4.8) it is only necessary to analyze w,,, , given 
by (4.1), and proceed by induction on n. We have 
I Pm? I ,< yy I wn-lh I (1 + 4J + 7SB 
< FJB( 1+ TDB)~ + &&<n( 1 + T&)“- 
If D, = 0, this reduces to (3). Otherwise we have 
I vne3 I < vB exP(&nr) f &((l f T&Y - lH(+), 
(7.4) 
and hence (1). 
We remark that relation (4) would hold and the lemma would foliow if K 
and CJI in the term &,,K~I were evaluated at different values of i. We make 
use of this in the proof of Lemma 3. 
Note that DB may be negative but the hypotheses guarantee ~0~ > - 1. 
Lemma 5.1 is a corollary of this since the bound has its maximum at 
either n = 0 or n = N and the maximum value is a uniform bound for 1 q 1 . 
It is easily verified that this maximum bound occurs for n = 0 iff 
D,e + S, < 0. 
LEMMA 7.2. Let p be the solution of a difference problem of the same form as 
(3.2)-(3.5) with constituent functions bounded as in (2.6). Suppose that 7 < 70 , 
the constituent functions satisfy the Lipschitz conditions (2.7a) and (2.8), and the 
initial function satisfies the boundary condition (2.9). Then the time difference 
quotients of Q are bounded by an expression of the same form as (1). More 
precisely we have 
I mn+l)lj - ynaJ I/T G 4 exP(D& -I- (~GB) {exp(D& - 11, 
where D,’ is given by (2), with K,, and .Z% replaced by (K, + K,+,)/2 and 
(zl, + zz+d/Z 
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and 
Proof. To obtain a difference equation for the time difference quotients 
we replace n by n + 1 in (3.9, subtract (3.5) as written and divide the result 
by 7. We use the elementary identity 
2(fpfl@~fl - &p) =(@+I- II")(@l+l + q + (@+l + Un)(vn+lL gz) 
(7.5) 
to rewrite the terms involving Zv and ZmKp The result is a difference 
equation of the same form as (3.5) with Z,, and K, replaced by (&+i + &J/2 
and (K,,, + KJ2 respectively and S,, replaced by: 
(Here we have suppressed irrelevant indices to conserve space.) 
The initial function for this difference problem is (vrii - ~0z3)/~, and the 
boundary condition is the same as for CP. 
It is evident that r, is a bound for G,,, and that the hypotheses of Lemma 1 
will be satisfied if we can establish a bound for the initial function. 
We will now show that 
We subtract (1 + yr3 - yr/l,) poz3 from both sides of (3.5), written for 
n = 0, and divide by 7. The result is a difference equation for the time 
difference quotient (p(rldjz3 - poz,)/~. This is of the same form as (3.5) with an 
additional term, namely 1 j,. 1 (AT, - 1) P)~J& , on the right. (The time differ- 
ence quotient has become a space difference quotient since yr, = 1 jr 1 T/& .) 
This difference equation gives rise to a linear system of the same form as 
(4.3)-(4.6), since both v and v. satisfy the same boundary condition. The 
analog of (4.7) holds but, because of the additional term on the right, the 
result in this case is 
and 
for I = 2,..., d. 
Induction on r shows A, is a bound for the initial function and the lemma 
then follows from Lemma 1. 
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Lemma 5.2 is an immediate corollary of this result. 
LEMMA 7.3. Let v be the solution of a d#erence problem of the same form as 
(3.2)-(3.5) with constituent functions bounded as in (2.6). Suppose that 7 < 7,, 
and the constituent functions satisfy the Lipschitz conditions (2.7a)-(2.7d). Then 
the space difleerence quotients of v are bounded by an experession of the same 
form as (I). More precisely, for each s = l,..., d we have 
where 0: zsgzwen by (2), with .Z,,,K - 1 j ( Zreplaced by (1 +A,,)(Z,,K - 1 j ( C)/2, 
and 
r1 = sz + yfy I %, I (Ii I Gz -t KJ. I I 
Proof. We fix s at the outset and define a difference problem for 
(1 - A,,) p,J& . The initial function is (1 - A,,) ~,,J& and the boundary 
condition is the same as for v. It is easily verified that these difference quotients 
do satisfy this boundary condition since v does. 
To obtain a difference equation for the difference quotients we apply 
(1 - A,,) to (3.5) and divide the result by 6, . We again use the elementary 
identity (5) to rewrite the terms involving ZQI and Z,,Kv. 
This procedure gives rise to a term of the form 
which, at first sight, appears to involve difference quotients of a new and 
different kind. But this apparent difficulty is not real. For, except for multi- 
indices for which (3.5) does not apply, we have 
\ 
-( 1 - A,,) E;lq~,, if is F 0, j, 3 0, m, < 0, 
(1 - &> vim = 41 - km) -%,, 
! 
if j, CO, m, > 0, 
(1 - 4wJ %m otherwise; 
and the differences on the right, when divided by 5, , do give rise to difference 
quotients of the kind considered here. 
These difference quotients are evaluated at a different z index than the 
factor (1 + A,,) K, but, as we remarked after relation (4), this does not affect 
the conclusion of Lemma 1. 
We have now defined a difference equation of the same form as (3.2)-(3.5) 
with .Z and K replaced by (1 + A,,) Z/2 and (1 + A,,) K/2, respectively, 
and S replaced by 
G = (1 - 4,) s/E, + I(1 + 4,) ‘PI [Cl - 4,) I j I ~/&l/2 
+ Zn[(l + 4,) ~1 [Cl - 4,) Klt,1/2. 
(Here again we have suppressed irrelevant indices.) 
409/48/r-8 
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The hypotheses imply that these constituent functions are bounded, r, 
being the bound for G, and the result follows from Lemma 1. 
We end this section with the proof of Lemma 5.4. 
Proof. We multiply (3.1) by ~(~+r)~~ and sum over 7t and all components 
of i. The sums are from 0 to N - 1 for n and from 1 to 1, - 1 for 
; , s = I,..., d. We sum by parts to obtain difference quotients of u instead of 
i, multiply by A7 9 [ ?, and apply the operator 1?,(1 + a,). 
The result is the expression on the left of (5.2) plus boundary terms which 
arise from the summation by parts. These terms are 
and 
where i’(r) means is = l,..., I, - 1 for s # r, and T,,,, is the boundary term 
defined by: 
The terminal condition satisfied by u makes the first boundary term zero. 
We shall now show that 
where D is a constant depending only on the bounds for u, v and their space 
difference quotients. This will suffice since it implies that the quantity 
labeled by (6) above is bounded by TDV 1 6 1 d/C*, where C* = min, C, 
and V is the d-dimensional volume of C. 
To establish (7) we let u(iT ,h) and dir *id denote %+1)13 and vh+?/dh 
respectively for fixed i, p # r. We assume jr > 0 and write 
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The boundary conditions for u and p) imply that the first two bracketed 
expressions on the right of this equation are zero. Each of the remaining 
bracketed expression is bounded by a constant times 5, since the difference 
quotients of both u and v are bounded. Since u and v are also bounded this 
establishes (7) and hence the lemma. 
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